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Black Wall Street: A Modernized
Revelation
A collaboration between Mechelle Brown, Greenwood Historical Storyteller and International
Award winning artist Dawn Tree. Brown accounts chronologically the events that occurred up and
after the 1921 Massacre destroying a prosperous area called Greenwood District in Tulsa,
Oklahoma. Tree exhibits her artwork, assists the chronology with images and explains each one in
detail.
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The vision for this series was prompted in
2012 while Dawn Tree was living in Oklahoma
after she spent time in Washington, DC for 4
years. That is when the first piece of the series
was created, Ain't Natural. Tree attended high
school and college in Oklahoma and since
graduating anytime Dawn Tree lives in
Oklahoma she tends to focus her mind on the
tragedy and why the current state of Tulsa is
the way it is. This motivates the creation of her
Black Wall Street series as she's created 9
pieces in the past year and half while focusing on her other larger abstract works, which are all
hosted on wood using heavy latex acrylic and found objects. Two of her great inspirations are
Jackson Pollock & Jean Michel Basquiat. Becoming further involved in the current state of Black
Tulsa via the Greenwood Cultural Center, the Black Wall Street Chamber, the Black Wall Street
Market and other entities has allowed her to see the profound oppression Tulsa still exists under.
It's one of the only ways she can feel at peace while residing in the state and living in the city
where more than half her family lives. The history is prolific, the tragedy and even rebuild less than
5 years later is something that needs to be focused on and the art she creates bridges archived
photos with her journalistic findings and even imagination; making the history come to life and
even more digestible as well as memorable. Tree hopes to open minds and erupt conversation
that brings real change.

Dawn Tree was born in St. Louis, partially raised in North Carolina, moved to Tulsa, Oklahoma as a
youth, attending Jenks High School and graduating with a B.A. in Journalism from the University
of Oklahoma.
Tree is an American Abstract artist as well as entrepreneur, running her creative marketing
company Underground Tree Studios full time.
Tree has resided in Tulsa going on 2 years now, after residing in Baltimore, DC for the last decade.

As a social activist and spiritual seeker Tree’s abstract creations often reflect nature, current
disasters, the political climate and community with vivid depictions for a hopeful envisioned
future. Her current scope of work is entitled, “The frequency of Fear” and a running graphic series
highlighting Black Wall Street Massacre called Black Wall Street a Modernized Revelation is also a
focus.
Dawn Tree also live paints & instructs youth/adults with mural and art basics. You can find Dawn
Tree on all social media platforms as Underground Tree (Studios). Her website is UTREEP.com
Interviews: Channel 6, Channel 8, Fox 23 –Tulsa, OK, Bmore News of Baltimore, MD, The
Oklahoma Eagle, Tulsa, OK, This Light Radio, Washington, DC, TCC Connection, Tulsa OK
Sample Series Pieces
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Historical Storyteller

“As a historical storyteller, I have dedicated my career to promoting the history of Black Wall Street
and the 1921 Tulsa Race Massacre.”
Mechelle Brown is a native of Tulsa, Oklahoma. She currently
serves as the Program Coordinator for the Greenwood Cultural
Center (GCC), a non-profit organization that preserves AfricanAmerican heritage and promotes positive images of the AfricanAmerican community by providing educational and cultural
experiences encouraging intercultural exchanges and facilitating
cultural tourism.
As Program Coordinator, she has implemented and managed
several award-winning programs such as the Summer Arts
Program, GCC’s Performing Arts Program and the Children’s
Defense Fund Freedom Schools Summer Program.
During her 20-year tenure, Ms. Brown has contributed to the development of several pictorial
exhibits at the Greenwood Cultural Center, as well as several publications, including “A Century of
African-American Experience, Greenwood: Ruins, Resilience and Renaissance. She is the Tour
Guide for the Greenwood Cultural Center and have given guided tours to thousands of students,
educators and tourists from around the world. She has an unique ability to educate people about the
tragic history of the 1021 Tulsa Race Massacre and the triumphant history of Black Wall Street
through storytelling.
More recently, she founded the Black Wall Street Historical Society and is board member for
TigerEye Films, currently producing the film, “Black Wall Street.” She is also a member of the
Community Advisory Board for Oklahoma’s University for Parents (OK-UP), a department of
Oklahoma State University-Tulsa, North Tulsa Community Coalition Community, Police Leadership
Collaborative Program (CAPLC) and the 1921 Tulsa Race Riot Centennial Commission. She was
also a presenter at the 2018 Zarrow Mental Health Symposium, discussing the Historical Trauma in
North Tulsa Research Project, in which she serves as a Project Coordinator. The project is offered in
collaboration with Dr. Steven Byers and Northeastern State University.

Interviews:
CBC Radio Canada
“As It Happens”
October 4, 2018

Article quotes:
New York Times
“White Mob Once Destroyed a Black Community”
In Tulsa. The City Wants to Find the Graves.”
October 4, 2018

CNN News
“Tulsa’s Black Wall Street Massacre”
October 4, 2016

Governing
“A Racial Awakening”
November 2018

“As you know, difficult conversations are hard to have and when we bring them into our organization
for the first time with an external speaker it is crucial to get the right partner. You were simply
fantastic delivering not only content but also demonstrating a personal connection, allowing
vulnerability to transpire, and addressing the questions is a caring and objective manner. The content
you delivered can be accessed via online at any time but it’s your story and your desire to impact and
make meaningful change that connected the audience to the Black Wall Street history.”
Silvia Siqueira, Diversity & Inclusion Sr. Manager, Hilti North America

